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Abstrat. This paper reports on Mizar formalization of the theory ofontinuous latties inluded in the A Compendium of Continuous Latties,[7℄. Mizar formalization means a formalization of theorems, de�nitions,and proofs in the Mizar language suh that it is aepted by the Mizarsystem. This e�ort was originally motivated by the question whether theMizar system is suÆiently developed as to allow expressing advanedmathematis. The urrent state of the formalization, whih inludes 49Mizar artiles written by 14 authors, suggests that the answer is positive.The work of the team of authors in ooperation with the Library Commit-tee1 and system designers resulted in improvements of the system towardsa more onvenient tehnology for doing mehanially heked mathemat-is. It revealed, also, that the substantial element of the onveniene is theinorporation of omputer algebra into Mizar system.1 IntrodutionTo formalize means to investigate some mathematial theory rigorously,obeying �xed rules of formulating, de�ning, proving, and reasoning. Mizar1The Library Committee of the Assoiation of Mizar Users maintains the MizarMathematial Library and oordinates ativities onerning improvement of the library.1



2formalization admits some variety of expression but the required rigor as-sures that the result of the formalization, that is a text in the ontext ofthe Mizar system, has unique meaning. When formalizing a theory we in-trodue de�nitions, lemmas, and theorems with the hope that they will beuseful for future developments. This is the essential idea behind developingthe Mizar data base.Mizar2 has been designed by Andrzej Trybule and developed by ateam under his leadership. The system inludes a language, software tools,a library, and a hyperlinked journal.The Mizar language is an attempt to approximate mathematial ver-naular in a formal language. Reserved words form a subset of Englishwords whih are used in regular mathematial papers with the same mean-ing. The logi of Mizar is lassial, the proofs are written in the Fith-Ja�skowski style, see [9℄. De�nitions allow to introdue type, term, and for-mula onstrutors and require proving of orretness onditions. A proofonsists of a sequene of steps, eah step justi�ed by fats proved in ear-lier steps, lemmas, theorems and/or shemes. Shemes are seond ordertheorems whih may be used to formulate e.g. indution. Multi pre�xedstrutures allow to introdue algebrai onepts, for example topologialgroups whih are both groups and topologial spaes. More detailed de-sription of Mizar system an be found in [6℄, [18℄, and, also, in [13℄.Mizar software inludes tools supporting some typial tasks when doingmathematis:� development and management of knowledge base,� veri�ation of logial orretness,� elements of generalization, simpli�ation, readability enhanement,� presentation using TEX and HTML.The Mizar Mathematial Library (MML) is a olletion of texts writtenin Mizar language alled Mizar artiles. The MML is based on the Tarski-Grothendiek set theory. As of Marh 2000 there were 633 artiles olleted.They inluded 29,514 theorems, 5,389 de�nitions and rede�nitions, and317,427 referenes to external theorems (i.e. in other artiles).Mizar artiles are automatially translated into English and publishedin Formalized Mathematis. The eletroni version, Journal of FormalizedMathematis, http://www.mizar.org/JFM/ inludes hyper-links to de�-nitions whih substantially help in using the MML. More details may befound on Mizar web pages at http://www.mizar.org/.2Mizar is a star; � in Ursa Major.



3Mizar might be onsidered as an Esperanto for mathematis and thereare some similarities between both languages. Esperanto was developedin Bia lystok by L. Zamenho� and Mizar is being developed in Bia lystok.Esperanto is an arti�ial international language with words taken fromseveral national languages and uses a quite regular grammar. Mizar maybe onsidered as an attempt to standardize the language of mathematis.There is a lot of translations of books into Esperanto and it is possible tolearn the language by reading those translations. There is a large olletionof Mizar artiles and it is possible to learn Mizar (and mathematis) byreading them.2 Goal and MotivationsAt the QED3 Workshop II, Warsaw 1995, the following question was raised:Can we do formalization of advaned mathematis like thisinluded in regular mathematial books in the urrent proof-heking systems?In trying to answer this question we have deided to put Mizar into a seri-ous test. We have hosen A Compendium of Continuous Latties [7℄ to beformalized in its entirety. The theory of ontinuous latties presented in [7℄is mathematially advaned. It involves a variety of areas of mathematis:omputation, topology, analysis, algebra, ategory theory, and logi. Also,it is a relatively reent and a well-established �eld. The hoie turned outto be a luky one. The ompendium is very rigorous whih made the for-malization omparatively easy; also, some initial fragments of the theoryof latties had been already developed in Mizar.In the past, there were some attempts to formalize entire mathematialbooks in omputerized proof-heking systems. In the 1970's, Jutting [17℄formalized Landau's Grundlagen [12℄ in AUTOMATH. Another attemptwas the formalization of 2 hapters of Theoretial Arithmeti by Grzegor-zyk, [8℄, in the 1980's. It was done by A. Trybule's team in Mizar 2,whih was not equipped with the library. In Mizar 2, eah text was pro-essed separately from other texts. All bakground knowledge needed towrite a text was put without proofs in a preliminary setion.In 1989 we started to ollet all Mizar texts and on this basis developand maintain the Mizar Mathematial Library. Eah new Mizar artilean be submitted to the MML if it is aepted by the Mizar veri�er and3http://www-unix.ms.anl.gov/qed/



4refers only to artiles already inluded in the MML. At the start, the basisof the MML was formed by two axiomati artiles:� Tarski Grothendiek set theory [15℄,� Built-in onepts [14℄, inluding strong arithmeti of real numbers.The latter beame a regular Mizar artile in 1998 when the onstrutionof real numbers was ompleted.The experiment with formalization of an entire book has many aspetsand we expeted to get answers to the following:� Is the Mizar language suÆiently expressive to formulate de�nitions,theorems, and proofs ontained in [7℄?� Is MML rih enough to even start the formalization? Did MML overthe knowledge assumed in the ompendium as bakground?� Can the di�erent onepts already de�ned in independent artiles inMML be used together?� Is the Mizar software apable of handling this amount of material?We hoped that running suh an experiment, irrespetive of the answers tothe above questions, would lead to an improvement of Mizar.3 TeamworkThe work performed on the formalization is a result of a team e�ort by theresearhers and students of the Institute of Mathematis and Institute ofComputer Siene, University of Bia lystok. Mizar artiles written in theprojet have been authored by:Czes law Byli�nski, Adam Grabowski, Ewa Gr�adzka, Jaros law Gryko,Artur Korni lowiz, Beata Madras, Agnieszka J. Marasik, Robert Milewski,Adam Naumowiz, Piotr Rudniki (University of Alberta, Canada), Bart lomiejM. Skorulski, Andrzej Trybule, Mariusz _Zynel, and Grzegorz Banerek.In the summer of 1995, we started a seminar devoted to the theory ofontinuous latties following [7℄ and [10℄. In the spring of 1996, the �naldeision on formalization of [7℄ was made. Parts of the �rst two hapters,O. A Primer of Continuous Latties and I. Lattie Theory of ContinuousLatties, were assigned to individual team members for formalization. Weadopted the following rules:



5� formalization is divided into two series of Mizar artiles with theidenti�ers4:{ YELLOW - artiles bridging the MML and the knowledge as-sumed in the ompendium,{ WAYBEL5 - artiles formalizing the main ourse of the om-pendium,� no formalization of examples unless neessary,� the formalization is as lose to [7℄ as possible but taking into aountsome Mizar peuliarities suh as built-in onepts and mehanisms,possibility of automati generalization, reuse of the MML, et.� the formalization should be more general than the theory in the om-pendium, e.g. we follow hints at generalization inluded in exerises(see 1.26 on page 52 of [7℄ and ompare pages 38{42 with [4℄).Beause of the number of people involved, the work was organized in adi�erent way than the usual sequential ontributions of artiles to MML.Usually, an author writes an artile and the artile is not available to otherauthors until it is submitted to the MML. We wanted to formalize di�er-ent parts of the book simultaneously as sequential development would betoo slow. We deided to maintain a loal library of YELLOW and WAY-BEL series with ompleted and non-ompleted artiles. This allowed forsome parallelism in writing artiles. The artiles from loal library weretested by later ones that used them and if there was a need they were re-vised. After some time they were presented on a seminar to disus possiblegeneralization and, �nally, submitted to the MML.The size of the YELLOW series (17 artiles of 49) indiates that MMLwas almost ready for the formalization. However, the following topis hadto be developed:� upper and lower bounds, suprema and in�ma (YELLOW 0),� poset under inlusion (YELLOW 1),� lattie of ideals (YELLOW 2),� omplete latties (YELLOW 0 and YELLOW 2),4Eah Mizar artile, besides regular title, has an identi�er whih is used when refer-ring to it.5The way below relation is the key onept in ontinuous latties - it is used toharaterize ontinuous latties.



6 � Cartesian produt of posets and latties (YELLOW 1, YELLOW 3,and YELLOW10),� lattie operations on subsets of a poset (YELLOW 4),� Boolean latties (YELLOW 2 and YELLOW 5),� duality in latties (YELLOW 7),� modular and distributive latties (YELLOW11),� Moore-Smith onvergene (YELLOW 6),� Baire spaes and sober spaes (YELLOW 8),� bases of topologies (YELLOW 9, YELLOW13, and YELLOW15),� re�nements of topologies (YELLOW 9),� Hausdor� spaes (YELLOW12),� produt of topologial spaes (YELLOW14),� topologial and poset retrats (YELLOW16).The formalization was a stress test for the Mizar software. It detetedsome errors and fored adjusting a number of quantitative parameters.The formalization would not be possible without ooperation with systemdesigners and the Library Committee in improvement of software and anumber of revisions to the MML.4 De�ning Latties in MizarThere are at least two approahes to latties in mathematis. Aordingto the �rst, a lattie is an algebra with two binary operations t and uwhih satisfy the onditions of idempoteny, assoiativity, ommutativity,and absorption. Aording to the seond, a lattie is a partially orderedset (poset) with suprema and in�ma for non empty �nite subsets. Both ap-proahes were already present in the MML and the orrespondene betweenthem was proved [19, 16, 1℄. The seond approah gives wider usage and iseasier to generalize (e.g. by weakening the ondition of partial ordering).This approah was hosen and the �rst revision of the MML onsisted ingeneralization of posets and some lattie-theoretial onepts.RelStr is the base struture of quasi ordered sets, posets, semilatties,and latties and was introdued in [16℄ as follows:



7definitionstrut (1-sorted) RelStr (#arrier -> set,InternalRel -> Relation of the arrier#);end;If R is RelStr then R is a struture with at least 2 �elds: arrierand InternatRel. A struture S an be a RelStr and may have more�elds when its type is derived from RelStr. This is not the ase whenS is strit RelStr. The de�nition of the attribute strit is generatedautomatially by eah struture de�nition.The onept of a poset was introdued as follows:definitionmode Poset is reflexive transitive antisymmetri RelStr;end;The attributes reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetri and thefollowing existential luster registration were introdued earlier.definitionluster non empty reflexive transitive antisymmetri strit RelStr;existeneproof:: Demonstration that suh an objet existsend;end;(Two olons :: start a omment whih ends at the end of the line.)The above luster assures existene of a RelStr type objets with anysubset of the listed attributes.For onveniene and to be loser to usual notation the following de�ni-tion was introdued.definitionlet R be RelStr;let x, y be Element of the arrier of R;pred x <= y means:: ORDERS_1:def 9[x,y℄ in the InternalRel of R;synonym y >= x;end;The haraterizations of reexivity, transitivity, and antisymmetry weregiven in [2℄ as rede�nitions:



8definitionlet A be non empty RelStr;redefineattr A is reflexive means:: YELLOW_0:def 1for x being Element of A holds x <= x;ompatibility proof .... end;end;definitionlet A be RelStr;redefineattr A is transitive means:: YELLOW_0:def 2for x,y,z being Element of A st x <= y & y <= z holds x <= z;ompatibility proof .... end;attr A is antisymmetri means:: YELLOW_0:def 3for x,y being Element of A st x <= y & y <= x holds x = y;ompatibility proof .... end;end;The onept of lattie was introdued by de�nitions:definitionlet R be RelStr;attr R is with_join means:: LATTICE3:def 10for x,y being Element of Rex z being Element of R st x <= z & y <= z &for z' being Element of R st x <= z' & y <= z' holds z <= z';attr R is with_meet means:: LATTICE3:def 11for x,y being Element of Rex z being Element of R st z <= x & z <= y &for z' being Element of R st z' <= x & z' <= y holds z' <= z;end;:: WAYBEL_0definitionmode Semilattie is with_meet Poset;mode sup-Semilattie is with_join Poset;mode LATTICE is with_join with_meet Poset;end;



95 Continuous LattiesThe onept of direted sets was hanged in Mizar formalization. A di-reted set is non empty in mathlore and in the ompendium. However,it happens often that we need a set whih is direted or empty. Mizardoes not allow to write a type as direted or empty set and we deided toformalize the onept as follows:definitionlet L be RelStr;let X be Subset of L;attr X is direted means:: WAYBEL_0:def 1 :: CCL, Definition 1.1, p. 2for x,y being Element of L st x in X & y in Xex z being Element of L st z in X & x <= z & y <= z;attr X is filtered means:: WAYBEL_0:def 2 :: CCL, Definition 1.1, p. 2for x,y being Element of L st x in X & y in Xex z being Element of L st z in X & z <= x & z <= y;end;The theorem explaining orrespondene to usual meaning has beenproved also.theorem :: WAYBEL_0:1for L being non empty transitive RelStr, X being Subset of L holdsX is non empty direted ifffor Y being finite Subset of Xex x being Element of L st x in X & x is_>=_than Yproof .... end;The onept of ompleteness presented in [7℄ depends on a ontext. Aomplete poset, omplete semilattie, and omplete lattie satisfy di�erentonditions. In Mizar we introdued attributes� up-omplete as ompleteness with respet to direted sups,� inf-omplete as ompleteness with respet to non empty infs,� omplete as ompleteness with respet to all sups.Then, in Mizar notationCompendium MMLa omplete poset up-omplete Poseta omplete semilattie inf-omplete up-omplete Semilattiea omplete lattie omplete LATTICE.



10The fat that a omplete lattie is a omplete poset and a omplete semi-lattie is expressed in Mizar (see [3℄) by onditional luster registration:definitionluster omplete -> up-omplete inf-omplete (non empty reflexive RelStr);ohereneprooflet R be non empty reflexive RelStr;assume R is omplete;....thus R is up-omplete by .......thus R is inf-omplete by ...end;end;The onditional registration is used automatially byMizar. Attributesup-omplete and inf-omplete are added to a type when it widens to nonempty reflexive RelStr and already inludes attribute omplete. Theonept of ontinuous latties presented in the ompendium depends onontext. We deided to formalize it in as general way as possible beauseall meanings of it may be expressed by the basi ontinuous attribute andsome extra onditions of ompleteness.definitionlet L be non empty reflexive RelStr;attr L is ontinuous means:: WAYBEL_3:def 6(for x being Element of L holds waybelow x is non empty direted) &L is up-omplete satisfying_axiom_of_approximation;end;The attribute satisfying axiom of approximation is introdued asfollows.definitionlet L be non empty reflexive RelStr;attr L is satisfying_axiom_of_approximation means:: WAYBEL_3:def 5for x being Element of L holds x = sup waybelow x;end;The sup is the supremum operation, see [2℄. The waybelow x is a setof all elements of L whih are way below x, see [4℄.The Mizar notation for ontinuous posets:



11Compendium MMLa ontinuous poset ontinuous up-omplete Poseta ontinuous semilattie ontinuous up-omplete Semilattiea omplete-ontinuous ontinuous inf-ompletesemilattie up-omplete Semilattiea ontinuous lattie ontinuous omplete lattieAs the test of the orretness of the introdued onepts, the orrespon-dene between loally ompat topologial spaes and ontinuous lattieshas been proved. This orrespondene is expressed by two theorems:theorem :: WAYBEL_3:42for T being non empty TopSpaest T is_T3 & InlPoset(the topology of T) is ontinuousholds T is loally-ompat;theorem :: WAYBEL_3:43for T being non empty TopSpae st T is loally-ompatholds InlPoset(the topology of T) is ontinuous;The InlPoset(the topology of T) is the poset of open sets fromspae T ordered by inlusion.6 Mixing Order and TopologyTopologies on posets indued by the ordering and, onversely, partial or-ders on topologial spaes generated by topology are investigated in thetheory of ontinuous latties. For example, Sott topology introdued inthe ompendium is the family of sets whih are inaessible by diretedsups. Lawson topology and lower topology are another example of suhtopologies. Lawson topology is the ommon re�nement of Sott and lowertopologies and lower topology is generated by omplements of prinipal �l-ters as subbasi open sets.When investigating suh topologies we need to use both theories: posetsand topologial spaes. In the ase of Lawson topology we have in the sametime three topologies and a poset. The solution from the ompendiumonsists in introduing new notation like Sott open, Sott losed, Sottneighbourhood, et. It is possible to do the same in Mizar but suh notationauses substantial tehnial diÆulties with the use of general topologydeveloped in the MML. Besides, suh notation is not onsequently appliedin the ompendium.The problem was solved by multi pre�xed struture de�nition in [11℄and by mode de�nition in [5℄.



12:: WAYBEL_9strut(TopStrut, RelStr)TopRelStr (# arrier -> set,InternalRel -> (Relation of the arrier),topology -> Subset-Family of the arrier #);definitionlet R be RelStr;mode TopAugmentation of R -> TopRelStr means:: YELLOW_9:def 4the RelStr of it = the RelStr of R;existene proof .... end;end;TopStrut has two �elds: arrier and topology and is the base stru-ture of topologial spaes. The struture TopRelStr is both the strutureTopStrut and the struture RelStr. We may apply to it attributes de-�ned for posets and attributes de�ned for topologial spaes as well. If X isTopRelStr, then the RelStr of X will be strit RelStr and, moreover,the RelStr of X = RelStr(# the arrier of X, the InternalRel of X #)(analogially, for TopStrut).:: WAYBEL_9definitionmode TopLattie is with_join with_meet reflexive transitiveantisymmetri TopSpae-like TopRelStr;end;As an illustration of applied onvention, let us ompare the proposition1.6 from the ompendium, page 144, and orresponding Mizar theorems.1.6. Proposition. Let L be a omplete lattie.(i) An upper set U is Lawson open i� it is Sott open;(ii) A lower set is Lawson-losed i� it is losed under sups ofdireted sets.theorem :: WAYBEL19:41:: 1.6. PROPOSITION (i), p. 144for S being Sott omplete TopLattiefor T being Lawson orret TopAugmentation of Sfor A being upper Subset of T st A is openfor C being Subset of S st C = A holds C is open;theorem :: WAYBEL19:42



13:: 1.6. PROPOSITION (ii), p. 144for T being Lawson (omplete TopLattie)for A being lower Subset of T holdsA is losed iff A is losed_under_direted_sups;The impliation from right to left in point (i) is proved in more generalase:theorem :: WAYBEL19:37for S being Sott omplete TopLattiefor T being Lawson orret TopAugmentation of Sfor A being Subset of S st A is openfor C being Subset of T st C = A holds C is open;7 Some statistisThe projet started in 1996. The ompendium ontains 334 pages andthe theory formalized by the end of February 2000 overs about 180 pagesof it (about 54% without taking into aount the artiles urrently underdevelopment).The following summarizes the number of artiles from this projet sub-mitted to MML:year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 1996{2000YELLOW 8 1 5 3 0 17WAYBEL 10 6 8 4 4 32All 18 7 13 7 4 49Y�All % 44% 14% 38% 42% 0% 35%The last line gives perentage of YELLOW series. This perentage is lessthan we expeted.MML WAYBEL YELLOW W&Y PerentageArtiles 633 32 17 49 7.74%Theorems 29,514 1,391 834 2225 7.54%ave per art 46.6 43.5 49.1 45.4 {De�nitions 5,389 246 105 351 6.51%ave per art 8.5 7.7 6.2 7.2 {Size (kB) 46,966 2,867 1,273 4,140 8.82%ave per art 74.2 89.6 74.9 84.5 {The last olumn gives perentage of this projet in the entire MML. Aver-age numbers of theorems, de�nitions, and kilobytes show that the projet is



14lose to the MML average. Note the smaller average number of de�nitionswhih may indiate that the theory is explored more intensively.The interation between the projet and the rest of the MML may bemeasured by the number of referenes between them. Eah referene tothe theorem oming from another artile is alled an external referene.External referenes Count PerentageAll 317427 100.00%All to Y&W 11677 3.68%Outside of Y&W to Y&W 349 0.11%In Y&W 26747 100.00%In Y&W to Y&W 11328 42.35%57.65% of all external referenes from the YELLOW and WAYBELartiles is to the rest of the MML. This indiates that the MML ontaineda substantial quantity of de�nitions and fats needed for our projet.There is, unfortunatly, no statistis onerning the quantity of workneeded to formalize this material. However, we may state that it varyon authors and WAYBEL series needed muh more work per line thanYELLOW series.8 ConlusionsOur main onlusion is that the Mizar system seems satisfatory to for-malize advaned mathematis.The seond onlusion is that the MML was satisfatorily rih to startformalization of the ompendium. The YELLOW series onstitutes only35% of the whole projet.Formalization in Mizar is still not as simple as doing mathematistraditionally. It should be improved in near future. Now, however, there aresome gains. The results are mehanially heked. There is an automatiaess to the knowledge stored and the net of onepts is expliit. (Thishelped very muh for new authors to start.) The information may bemehanially explored: hanged, generalized, and edited. Reorganizationof a mahine readable mathematial text is muh easier than reorganizationof suh a text written on paper. (Suh reorganizations were quite oftenrequired in our projet.)The work done in this projet resulted in numerous improvements ofthe Mizar system and, also, it revealed a number of issues that are inves-tigated:



15� tools for searhing MML: semanti searhing whih an distinguishhomonyms, glue synonyms, and reognize hidden arguments,� proof assistane based on the exploration of existing proofs in theMML and omputer algebra,� reorganization of the MML: revisions of existing artiles and "onlinerevision" mehanism available by environment diretives,� development of Mizar language to improve the onveniene of formu-lation of de�nitions and proofs, the length of proofs, and the exibilityof type struture: type modi�er, attributes with expliit arguments,new realization of struture types.Referenes[1℄ Grzegorz Banerek. Complete latties. Formalized Mathematis,2(5):719{725, 1991. MML: LATTICE3.[2℄ Grzegorz Banerek. Bounds in posets and relational substrutures.Formalized Mathematis, 6(1):81{91, 1997. MML: YELLOW 0.[3℄ Grzegorz Banerek. Direted sets, nets, ideals, �lters, and maps. For-malized Mathematis, 6(1):93{107, 1997. MML: WAYBEL 0.[4℄ Grzegorz Banerek. The \way-below" relation. Formalized Mathemat-is, 6(1):169{176, 1997. MML: WAYBEL 3.[5℄ Grzegorz Banerek. Bases and re�nements of topologies. FormalizedMathematis, 7(1):35{43, 1998. MML: YELLOW 9.[6℄ Ewa Bonarska. An Introdution to PC Mizar. FondationPhilippe le Hodey, Brussels, 1990. Revised version, 2000:http://merak.uwb.edu.pl/~banerek/introdution/.[7℄ G. Gierz, K. H. Hofmann, K. Keimel, J. D. Lawson, M. W. Mislove,and D. S. Sott. A Compendium of Continuous Latties. Springer-Verlag, Gerlin, Heidelberg, 1980.[8℄ Andrzej Grzegorzyk. Zarys arytmetyki teoretyznej. BibliotekaMatematyzna. PWN, Warszawa, 1971.[9℄ Stanis law Ja�skowski. On the Rules of Supposition in Formal Logi.Studia Logia. Warsaw University, 1934. Reprinted in S. MCall, Pol-ish Logi in 1920{1939, Clarendon Press, Oxford.



16[10℄ Peter T. Johnstone. Stone Spaes. Cambridge University Press, Cam-bridge, London, New York, 1982.[11℄ Artur Korni lowiz. On the topologial properties of meet-ontinuouslatties. Formalized Mathematis, 6(2):269{277, 1997. MML: WAY-BEL 9.[12℄ E. G. H. Landau. Grundlagen der Analysis. Akademishe Verlag,Leipzig, 1930.[13℄ Piotr Rudniki and Andrzej Trybule. On equivalents of well-foundedness. Journal of Automated Reasoning, 23(3-4):197{234, 1999.[14℄ Andrzej Trybule. Built-in onepts. Formalized Mathematis,1(1):13{15, 1990. MML: AXIOMS.[15℄ Andrzej Trybule. Tarski Grothendiek set theory. Formalized Math-ematis, 1(1):9{11, 1990. MML: TARSKI.[16℄ Wojieh A. Trybule. Partially ordered sets. Formalized Mathematis,1(2):313{319, 1990. MML: ORDERS 1.[17℄ L. S. van Benthem Jutting. Cheking Landau's \Grundlagen" in theAutomath system, 1977. PhD thesis.[18℄ Freek Wiedijk. Mizar: An Impression, 1999. http://www.s.kun.nl/~-freek/mizar/.[19℄ Stanis law _Zukowski. Introdution to lattie theory. Formalized Math-ematis, 1(1):215{222, 1990. MML: LATTICES.


